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Executive Summary 

This work considers the effect of high-altitude winds on flights to, from and within Europe. The day-to-day 
variability of high-altitude winds has a considerable influence on the time-optimal routes of aircraft (the routes 
with the shortest flight times) and any projected changes in high-altitude winds could lead to shorter or 
longer flight times. This has been considered in the existing literature for transatlantic flights but here an 
analysis of intra-European routes is made, as well as Europe-Asia routes. This reflects the importance of these 
routes for the European aviation sector. The jet stream is a high-altitude wind that has a strong influence on 
flights, especially transatlantic flights. The jet stream is projected to strengthen and shift poleward under 
climate change, impacting transatlantic flight routings and duration. Meanwhile, surface winds have an impact 
on airport operations. This study also analyses potential changes in surface winds for a subset of European 
airports. 

The historical flight times are calculated for every day in the 2010-2019 period, using a state-of-the-art 
trajectory prediction (TP) algorithm. These days are each categorised into one of eight weather patterns and 
the relationship between fast / slow days and weather pattern calculated. Given this relationship the projected 
changes in weather patterns by 2050 in climate models are used to infer potential changes in flight duration 
out to 2050. The effect of weather pattern on flight duration, using historical data, is strongest in winter and 
weakest in summer, reflecting changes in the jet stream strength by season. However, the robust projected 
changes in weather pattern occurrence out to 2050 are seen in the summer, while little change is projected in 
winter, making inference on potential changes in flight duration difficult.  

In an extended analysis, the TP algorithm is applied directly to historical and future climate model data, to 
calculate flight duration changes. The sample of climate models used indicates that flight durations from the 
Canaries to North Europe (northbound) are projected to decrease (irrespective of season), while there is an 
indication that flight durations from North Europe to the Canaries (southbound) could decrease in summer 
and increase in winter. Meanwhile, flight durations are also projected to decrease for flights from Europe to 
Asia, and for Asia to Europe in summer. These projected changes, where possible, are related to changes in 
high-altitude winds, which are strongest over the North Atlantic. For transatlantic routes, flight durations will 
decrease in both westbound and eastbound directions, for both summer and winter, which can be related to 
the changes in high-altitude winds indicated in the models.   

The impacts of changing winds aloft on average flight duration, ground speed and fuel burn are presented. 
While there is a noticeable difference in operational performance on fast and slow days, and this difference is 
likely to remain roughly the same in the future, the anticipated future changes in flight duration due to 
changing wind patterns are small. Nonetheless, the combined impact of all flights operating on the traffic 
flows considered in this study is notable; the overall reduction in flight times, as a result of projected changes 
in high-altitude winds, is likely to bring savings of more than 55,000t of aviation fuel per year, which 
corresponds to roughly 175,000t of CO2 emissions saved each year, with the greatest reduction expected on 
routes to and from Asia. These figures assume current fleet mix, aircraft performance and pre-pandemic traffic 
levels. Traffic, fuel burn and emissions are forecast to increase substantially from 2019 to 2050. The fuel and 
emissions that can be saved by taking advantage of changes to the jet stream on the traffic flows analysed 
should therefore also increase.   

For surface winds there are distinct differences in the wind direction by weather pattern for a sample of five 
European airports. The projected changes in weather patterns for 2050 indicate that northerly winds will 
become relatively more common in the summer, while southerly winds will become relatively less common. 
There is expected to be little change in surface winds at airports by 2050, beyond a potential tendency for 
days with winds with a northerly direction occurring more often than they occur today. 
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The results from the application of the TP algorithm to the climate model output presented here contrast 
somewhat with those in recent academic literature. This is likely to be due to differences in the approach and 
method. The most apparent difference with other work is the use of a different TP algorithm and the extension 
to considering a larger sample of climate models, but other subtle differences in the approaches may also 
explain the results. From the high-altitude wind analysis, savings of a few minutes are obviously small in the 
context of multi-hour flights. This is also small relative to other potential time savings, such as removing the 
constraint of the current organised North Atlantic Track System (to be achieved through complete satellite-
based surveillance coverage). This work supports the need for further studies to build consensus and should 
not be interpreted as a definitive answer. However, it is an important step in challenging and expanding 
current understanding. 
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 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

This is Annex 5 of EUROCONTROL’s Climate Change Risks for European Aviation study 2021. Annex 5 
investigates the potential impact that changes in wind patterns might have on flight operations.  

This document forms one of the five technical reports produced as annexes to EUROCONTROL’s Climate 
Change Risks for European Aviation study 2021. The overriding aim of the study is to quantify the risks that 
climate change could pose for European aviation. This ultimately aims to raise awareness amongst European 
aviation stakeholders and decision makers of the level of impact these emerging climate change risks could 
pose, and the need to take early action to prepare for and adapt to them. 

As part of the study, the changes in high-altitude winds and surface winds were investigated for historical and 
future periods. Subsequently, impacts on aviation were quantified using a set of operational metrics.  

This report presents a technical summary of the methodology, results and conclusions drawn from the work. 

1.2 Study drivers and Scope 

This work utilises the approach from both Annex 1 "An overview of short-term weather impacts on European 
aviation" and Annex 2 "Impact of changes in storm patterns and intensity on flight operations" to understand 
the impacts on flight operations from changing wind patterns. Whilst an impact of transatlantic wind patterns 
on flight operations is widely expected, the impact on trans-European flight routes has had less attention and 
is explored in more detail in this study. As the winds aloft and at the surface often differ, the work conducted 
in this annex is complemented with an assessment of predicted changes in surface winds over the coming 30 
years for several major airports that serve as the point of arrival/departure for these routes. In addition to an 
analysis of general trends across the years, the impacts of both the winds aloft and those at the surface are 
assessed for summer and winter seasons separately to account for seasonality of weather.  

1.3 Document Structure 

The structure of the Annex 5 report is as follows: 

 Section 1: Introduction.  

Section 2: Background; this section provides an overview of the impacts that both high-altitude 
winds and surface winds have on aviation in Europe. 

 Section 3: Methodology; this section describes the approach, data, models, and assumptions used 
to carry out this study. 

 Section 4: Impact of changes in wind patterns; this section contains the key findings from this 
study, for both winds aloft and surface winds. 

 Section 5: Discussion;  

 Section 6: Conclusions;  

 Appendix. 
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 Background 

This work considers the effect of high-altitude winds on flights to, from and within Europe. The day-to-
day variability of high-altitude winds has a considerable influence on the time-optimal routes of 
aircraft (the routes with the shortest flight times) and any projected changes in high-altitude winds 
could lead to shorter or longer flight times. This has been considered in the existing literature for 
transatlantic flights but here an analysis of intra-European routes is made, as well as Europe-Asia 
routes. This reflects the importance of these routes for the European aviation sector. It is helpful to 
relate changes in flight duration on these routes to the jet stream. This is a particularly prominent 
feature of high-altitude winds that has a strong influence on flights, especially transatlantic flights. The 
jet stream is projected to strengthen and shift poleward under climate change, presenting potential 
opportunities and challenges for the European aviation sector. Meanwhile, surface winds have an 
impact on airport operations. This study also analyses potential changes in surface winds for a subset 
of European airports. 

The effect of climate change on European aviation operations has been considered in depth throughout this 
work. Annex 1 used a holistic weather pattern approach to understand the relationship between large scale 
surface pressure patterns and ATFM delays across the European network, analysing what this means for 
potential short-term changes in delay (out to 2025). Annex 2 looked in detail into the relationship of both 
convective weather and windstorms with European ATFM delays, again considering the effect of climate 
change on these storms, by a time horizon of 2050. Annex 3 considered the impact of sea-level rise on 
European airports under climate change. Finally, Annex 4 looked at the relationship between climate and 
European tourism and how climate change might affect destination favourability and, in turn, intra-European 
aviation by the mid-21st century. 

This work considers: 

 The effect of high-altitude winds on inter- and intra-continental flight duration, using  
a state-of-the-art trajectory prediction (TP) algorithm.  

 An analysis of surface winds at a sample of European airports. 

The TP algorithm used here determines the optimal flight track between an airport pair on a particular day, 
given the high-altitude winds. Such algorithms are run operationally to determine the best flight tracks to take 
on a daily basis. The tracks are then decided through a collaborative process between air navigation service 
providers (ANSPs) and airlines. While the safety of aircraft movements is of paramount concern, it is also of 
great importance to optimise tracks to take advantage of, or avoid, favourable or unfavourable (respectively) 
high-altitude winds. This means that aircraft do not always follow the shortest distance between an airport 
pair, known as the great circle route, because the aim is to shorten flight time rather than distance. For 
example, a flight that could experience a strong high-altitude headwind, if following the great-circle route, 
could arrive at its destination sooner by taking a longer-distance route. Likewise, a flight might benefit from 
taking a different route (to the great circle route) to utilise a strong high-altitude tailwind, thus arriving at its 
destination sooner. 

High-altitude winds are closely associated with the jet stream. The polar jet stream (also known as the ‘eddy-
driven jet’) is a narrow region of strong winds, with the strongest regions of the jet at an altitude of 8 to 11 
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km1. The jet stream is of particular importance for transatlantic flights since its location (usually summarised as 
its latitude) and strength directly impact flights at cruising altitude between Europe and North America. It also 
has an impact, albeit a reduced one, on other inter- and intra-continental flights (flights between Europe and 
Asia, and within Europe). While the jet stream behaviour varies on seasonal time scales (it is strongest in the 
winter) and interannual time scales, its potential changes due to projected global warming have been the 
subject of much research. 

Here, the jet behaviour over the North Atlantic and European region is considered because it has most 
relevance to the routes used in the TP. Although the behaviour of the North Atlantic jet is complicated – it has 
three preferred positions (Woollings et al., 2012) – there has been a broad consensus over the last decade for 
the jet (on average) to move poleward and strengthen in response to future global warming (Harvey et al., 
2020). These shifts have been indicated by increasingly complex and high-resolution climate models over this 
period (McSweeney and Bett, 2020). The latest models tend to reduce the bias (when evaluated against 
reanalysis datasets) in the representation of the North Atlantic jet (Oudar et al., 2020). As a general rule, the 
greater the representation of the observed behaviour of a feature of the climate system, the greater the 
confidence in its projected changes. Confidence is also gained by seeing a level of agreement between 
different climate models, as has generally been the case in the literature mentioned. While not all climate 
models are in complete agreement as to the direction and magnitude of changes in the jet stream, the 
average across multiple models (known as an ensemble) indicates that these future trends are increasingly 
likely. 

A simple increase in the speed of the North Atlantic jet, with all other factors remaining constant, would lead 
to a shortening of the duration of eastbound flights and lengthening of the duration of westbound flights. 
However, the complex variability of the jet, and its response due to climate change, means that such a 
straightforward interpretation is not possible. A stronger but northward shifted jet could offer opportunities to 
both utilise the jet when travelling eastbound but to avoid the jet more often when travelling westbound. 
Although this is a very simplistic way of considering changes, and real-world changes are often very complex, 
it shows that unpicking the impact of jet changes on flights at cruising altitude is not simple. 

A key component of this work is the application of the TP algorithm to North Europe-Canaries routes. This 
offers original insight into potential changes in flight duration on these popular tourism routes in the future. 
However, it is more difficult to explain these changes through behaviour of the jet stream alone. This is 
because the jet stream has its greatest impacts on eastward/westward travelling flights, whereas North 
Europe-Canaries flights predominantly concern the northward/southward direction. That’s not to say that 
changes in the jet stream will not have an impact on these routes. The jet stream is capable of significant 
northward/southward departures, known as ‘meandering’. There is some suggestion in the literature that this 
meandering is becoming more pronounced as a result of enhanced warming over the poles (Francis and 
Vavrus, 2012) but more recent research has thrown doubt on this and not found causal evidence (Blackport 
and Screen, 2020). Therefore, it is difficult to predict how a climate response might impact flight times here. 
Certainly, a meandering jet can have a significant impact on northward/southward flights on a given day, but it 
is less obvious how changes in the jet averaged over multiple years will impact these flights. 

At the surface, wind speed and direction are of high importance for airport operations. Wind speeds 
exceeding a certain threshold can lead to delays both en-route and at the airport. However, the same wind 
speed can have different impacts depending on its direction. When the wind is perpendicular (or close to 

                                                      
1 https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/weather/types-of-weather/wind/what-is-the-jet-stream 
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perpendicular) to the runway centre line, such that crosswind landings are required, impacts are greatest. 
Depending on the crosswind component, aircraft performance, runway condition, airline operating procedures 
and pilot experience, some aircraft may have to divert to an alternate aerodrome with more favourable wind 
conditions. This scenario is typical for small and medium-sized single runway airports with a fleet mix of 
smaller aircraft more susceptible to higher crosswinds.  

For future changes in surface wind – direction and speed – there is no indication that either will fall outside the 
range seen in the historical period, as covered in Annex 2 for wind speed at a number of European airports. 
For example, Ruosteenoja et al. (2019) found that there was little change in average and extreme wind across 
the North Atlantic and European area in the future due to climate change. Some studies indicate some 
changes over certain regions of Europe, but the sign of changes (positive or negative) appears to be 
dependent on the models and approach considered. Generally, such a lack of scientific consensus indicates 
that the models are not accurate enough in the representation of surface wind, or (perhaps more likely) that 
no change will be seen outside of the range of historical observed variability. In other words, the conditions 
(both the average and variability) that exist now will persist into the future. 

This is consistent with the findings from the Met Office for the United Kingdom alone. The UK Climate 
Projections 2018 (UKCP18) indicate that changes in wind speed are dominated by natural variability and little 
long-term trend is evident (Lowe et al., 2018). In other words, the uncertainty in the projections is considerable 
and the range of wind projections span zero change. In the absence of literature suggesting otherwise, there is 
unlikely to be a strong signal in either wind direction or speed across Europe in the latest climate models. 

In the remainder of this report, both high-altitude and surface winds are related to weather patterns, with 
some comment on what this means for wind conditions in the future, based on the projected weather pattern 
trends covered in Annex 1 "An overview of short-term weather impacts on European aviation" and Annex 2 
"Impact of changes in storm patterns and intensity on flight operations ". For the future (relative to the 
historical period) changes in high-altitude winds and, in turn, the changes in flight duration, the state-of-the-
art TP algorithm is run directly on climate model data to complement the weather pattern analysis.  

Finally, the changes in flight duration indicated by the TP algorithm are combined with historical flight 
operations records to estimate potential impacts on flights operating between selected city pairs.
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 Methodology 

3.1 Approach 

The TP algorithm used in this study uses a node-based technique, rather than the traditional method of 
other studies. This is shown to better represent the actual route flown for two individual case studies. 
This TP algorithm is applied to both historical observed data, and historical and future climate model 
data to understand past and future patterns in flight duration. The historical observed flight times are 
classified into one of eight weather patterns, with future changes in flight times inferred through the 
projected changes in the weather patterns. Meanwhile, the future changes in flight times are also 
calculated directly using the output from a set of eight climate models. Finally, wind roses are plotted 
for a sample of European airports and linked to the eight weather patterns, with comment again on 
what the projected changes in weather patterns mean for future changes in wind direction. 

There has been growing interest in the impact of climate change on aviation over the last decade. While the 
general consensus is that there will be changes to high-altitude winds in response to projected future 
warming, it is not immediately obvious how these changes translate into aspects like flight duration, fuel burn 
and optimal flight paths which concern the aviation industry the most. 

The topic has been explored in studies such as Williams (2016) and Irvine et al. (2016), with a focus on 
transatlantic flights. Both studies report faster eastbound flights and slower westbound flights as a result of a 
stronger jet stream in their respective climate projection experiments. These studies adopt the so-called 
‘shooting method’ of Kim et al. (2015), as described in Sawyer (1950) and Lunnon and Marklow (1992), 
hereafter referred to as the traditional method. Given an initial heading, the algorithm would iteratively avoid 
the strongest head winds or utilise the strongest tail winds at each timestep until the destination is reached or 
the maximum number of timesteps is exceeded and no solution is found. The process is repeated with 
different initial headings and the one with shortest flight duration is considered as the ‘time-optimal’ path. 

In contrast to the traditional method, node-based pathfinding techniques like Dijkstra (1959) guarantee a true 
optimal solution. Given a network of nodes, the total cost of travelling is iteratively calculated for all possible 
combinations of paths connecting the nodes. Figure 1 shows a simple example of how the optimal path from 
node A to node F can be determined. For illustrative purposes, three paths are identified, namely ABCF, ADCF 
and ADEF. The total ‘costs’ (where costs here represent time) of travelling down these paths is worked out to 
be 3+3+2=8, 3+1+2=6 and 3+2+2=7, respectively, and in this case, ADCF is the optimal path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic showing the basics of the node-based pathfinding technique. The numbers represent the costs of 
travelling from one node to another. The arrows show all possible paths between the origin node A and destination F. The 
solution is shown in red. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show examples where the traditional method fails to return a true time-optimal path in 
the context of commercial flight planning, using transatlantic flights as examples. It is observed that the 
optimal flight paths (blue), determined by the node-based TP technique, resemble those of the actual flown 
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paths, with comparable flight durations to the actual. In contrast, the traditional method yields completely 
different flight paths (red) that take 35-45 minutes extra to fly in the case studies shown. 

 
Figure 2: Case study highlighting the difference in time-optimal routes predicted by the traditional method (red) and node-
based TP technique (blue). Data shown is for a EGLL to CYYZ flight on 8th December 2014. The actual flight path flown 
(adapted from FlightAware) is shown on the right with a duration of 7 hours 51 minutes. 

 
Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 but for a EGLL to KORD flight. The actual flight duration was 8 hours 42 minutes. 

The cost function in the TP algorithm is configured to provide time-optimal solutions so that the results are 
comparable with Williams (2016) and Irvine et al. (2016). For simplicity, we assume a cruise altitude at 250 hPa 
(corresponding to typical aircraft cruise altitudes of around 34,000 ft), with no ascend / descend, and a 
constant airspeed of 0.82 Mach for all TP runs in this study. Note that while these assumptions imply an 
underestimate of flight durations, the error is systematic across the two periods and therefore need not be 
corrected as in Cheung (2018). 

For consistency, all climate models are processed to be on the same grid with TP nodes assigned to the grid 
points of the resulting grid. The resolution of the TP grid is determined by the relative coordinates of the 
origin and destination following Cheung (2018), which is configured to ensure there are at least 25 grid points 
between the airport pair in either the longitudinal or latitudinal direction. It also gives the best balance 
between optimality and computing time as recommended by Cheung (2018). 

While the majority of literature to date has considered the influence of weather and climate on transatlantic 
routes (Europe-North America), other routes are considered here: transcontinental (Europe-Asia) and intra-
continental (North Europe-Canaries). The airport pairs on which the TP is run are given in Table 1. Horizontal 
wind data (broken down into the eastward, also known as zonal, and northward, also known as meridional, 
components of wind), taken from the reanalysis and climate models described in Section 3.2, are used as 
inputs to the TP algorithm. Analyses are split into winter (December-January-February; DJF) and summer 
(June-July-August; JJA). 
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EDDF - Frankfurt am Main International Airport 
EDDL - Düsseldorf International Airport 
EGCC - Manchester Airport 
EGKK - London Gatwick Airport 
EGLL - London Heathrow Airport 
EHAM - Amsterdam Airport Schiphol 
GCLP - Gran Canaria Airport 
GCTS - Tenerife South Airport 
KJFK - John F Kennedy International Airport 
KLAX - Los Angeles International Airport 
LFPG - Charles de Gaulle International Airport 
RJTT - Tokyo Haneda International Airport 
RKSI - Incheon International Airport 
VHHH - Chek Lap Kok International Airport 
WMKK - Kuala Lumpur International Airport 
WSSS - Singapore Changi Airport 

Table 1: Airport pairs 

Firstly, the TP is run on the historical period, here defined as 2010-2019. This period is chosen to be consistent 
with Annex 1 "An overview of short-term weather impacts on European aviation" and Annex 2 "Impact of 
changes in storm patterns and intensity on flight operations" since it is the period over which the most 
detailed ATFM delay information is available. This helps to identify a set of representative days when the wind 
direction and strength were more favourable with the direction of the air traffic flow, and a set of 
representative days when the wind direction was less favourable. Here, the optimal flight paths / times yielded 
by the TP approach are intended to serve as a metric for discriminating between advantageous or 
disadvantageous winds aloft, with longer duration routes indicative of a prevalence of head winds and shorter 
duration routes indicative of a prevalence of tail winds.  

These representative days will, in turn, be matched to the weather patterns to which the European component 
of their journey is associated. The weather patterns (Figure 26 and Table 9 in the Appendix) were trained on 
European mean sea level pressure (MSLP) data, using a machine learning approach to calculate the dominant 
patterns, as detailed in Annex 1 "An overview of short-term weather impacts on European aviation". The 
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weather patterns, as presented here over the North Atlantic-European area, will also be correlated to patterns 
over the North American and Asian continents, but the pattern here will be less well defined. For example, 
weather pattern 2, which represents the positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), is often 
associated with lower-than-normal pressure over the North Pacific-Arctic, as well as the North Atlantic-Arctic 
shown in Figure 26. In this situation, low pressure anomalies exist over most of the Arctic region and the polar 
jet stream is strengthened around much of the Northern Hemisphere. This means that weather pattern 2 
would be expected to have some impact on Europe-Asia flights, but since the classification into weather 
patterns is based on the North Atlantic-European area only, the influence of the jet stream is guaranteed to be 
stronger for flights in this region. The projected changes in weather patterns out to 2050 will then be 
considered with an assessment of what this might mean for changes in flight times, given the relationship 
between weather patterns and flight times in the historical period. 

However, to complement the historical TP / network performance impacts analysis, the TP algorithm is 
additionally run for a future time period (centred on 2050) on climate model data directly. This allows 
presentation of a histogram of changes in flight time for a chosen flight-level, as well as associated spatial 
plots to visualise any potential future changes in predicted average trajectory. Any trends that emerge from 
this analysis are linked to the jet stream by considering the related zonal mean zonal wind at high-altitude. 
Changes in these high-altitude winds are related to the literature on projected changes in high-altitude winds 
/ the jet stream, covered in Section 2.  

For the surface wind analysis at five European airports, wind roses are plotted by the historical weather pattern 
under which they occurred. This essentially gives an average distribution of winds (or a climatology) for each 
weather pattern. Given that the direction will not change noticeably by season, for a given weather pattern, 
this analysis considers all seasons together, rather than individual seasonal analyses. This allows comment on 
which wind roses, at each airport, may be expected to become more / less common, based on their relation to 
the weather pattern trends (as identified in previous work and used in the high-altitude wind analysis). The 
proposed framing (in terms of past observations) is preferred to direct application of climate model output, 
due to the fact that wind is often poorly represented in models and there is little indication for a strong 
change in wind speed or direction in response to future climate change (Section 2). Therefore, an analysis on 
changes in wind direction, using the projected changes in weather patterns, has equal merit. However, the 
projected changes in occurrence of weather patterns will be quantified. 

3.1.1 Link to historic operational data 

In order to link the methodology described in previous sections to historic data for the purpose of 
quantification of operational impacts, a sample of real flight trajectories is extracted for all city pair 
combinations in this study using EUROCONTROL’s R&D Archive. The extraction is done for a sample of 
representative days across the 2015-2018 period when the wind direction was aligned with the direction of the 
traffic flow and when it was against it (see Figure 28 to Figure 33 in Appendix). Sampling of trajectories is done 
for summer and winter seasons separately. Historic trajectory data, as well as associated flight performance 
records are used to quantify differences in flight performance depending on alignment of winds with flight 
trajectory. This represents assessment of current impacts of changing wind patterns. In order to quantify 
impacts of projected future changes in wind speed and direction, the change in flight duration calculated by 
the trajectory prediction algorithm is used in combination with historic records to estimate potential future 
impacts. As the ATM system (and aviation in general) in 2050 is expected to be substantially different to the 
current system, it is not possible to judge how future changes in technology and operating procedures might 
influence flight duration. Therefore, for the purpose of quantification of future impacts of winds aloft on flight 
performance, we have assumed the parameters of the existing aviation system today. 
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3.2 Data sources and models 

For the historical analysis, on the period 2010-2019, this work takes daily horizontal wind at a pressure level of 
250 hPa (corresponding to typical aircraft cruise altitudes of around 34,000 ft) from the fifth generation of the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) atmospheric reanalyses of the global climate 
(ERA5). ERA5 spatial coverage is global. Each day is then run through the TP algorithm. 

The weather patterns calculated in Annex 1 "An overview of short-term weather impacts on European 
aviation" are used again in the present work, using the ERA5 reanalysis to cover the historical period and the 
global climate model projections from UKCP18 to determine future changes. The global climate model 
simulations include two ensembles, the perturbed physics ensemble (PPE) (referred to as PPE-15) and the 
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP52) ensemble (referred to as CMIP-13; the 13 indicates the 
number of models that make up the ensemble). 

The application of the TP algorithm directly to climate model data uses eight models from the CMIP-13 
ensemble. Using daily output from these eight models (ACCESS1-3, CMCC-CM, CNRM-CM5, CanESM2, GFDL-
ESM2G, IPSL-CM5A-MR, MPI-ESM-MR, MRI-CGCM3), again using the 250 hPa pressure level, the TP system 
described in Cheung (2018) is run over both historical and future periods, namely 1991-2000 (historical; 
centred on 1995) and 2046-2055 (future; centred on 2050), producing daily output for each of the airport pairs 
in Table 1. These models were run under the RCP8.5 emissions scenario, which represents a high-end no-
policy emissions scenario (or a world where the warming impact of GHG emissions is higher than the current 
best guess). The increase in global temperature associated with RCP8.5 differs more from that associated with 
lower emissions scenarios, such as RCP4.5, after 2050, and differences in climate impacts for each emissions 
scenario are smaller in 2050. However, using the RCP8.5 scenario still allows for simulation of the maximum 
likely changes to the jet stream by the mid-21st century. More detail on these models from the CMIP-13 
ensemble can be found in Lowe et al. (2018). 

For surface winds, the wind direction is calculated from the ERA5 reanalysis, with the surface horizontal wind 
components extracted from grid cells in which airports are located. The wind direction is then calculated as a 
daily average from the hourly values in ERA5. Again, this is calculated for 2010-2019.  

A high-level simplification of the approach is provided in Figure 4 below, and described in the following 
sections.  

 
Figure 4: Simplified high-level diagram of the approach taken

                                                      
2 CMIP5 was a major coordinated international modelling effort using (at the time) the latest global climate 
models and contributing to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report 
(AR5). 



  

 

 

3.3 Assumptions 

The TP algorithm was run on 10-year periods for the historical and future periods, due to the computational 
expense in running this algorithm. Usually, 20-30-year periods are used to represent both historical and future 
periods. Instead, using multiple climate models was considered a better use of computing resource to ensure 
the results were robust (not just the response from one climate model, which could fall at the extreme end of 
responses across a larger sample of climate models). There could be some impact from internal variability 
(natural climate variability) over 10-year time periods. For example, if the NAO, a mode of surface pressure 
variability, was in a particular phase in a climate model over either the historical 10-year period or the future 
10-year period, it could skew the average towards shorter or longer flight times. The effect of the NAO phase 
on transatlantic flight times was shown in the work of Kim et al. (2020). Usually 20-30-year averages are taken 
to represent the average climate but that was not feasible here due to the computational constraints. Another 
way of reducing the influence of internal variability is by using multiple climate models. This is achieved here 
by considering an ensemble of eight models. This is considered favourable (relative to using 30-year periods 
from one or two models), because it also tests the uncertainty across different models. There are known to be 
uncertainties relating to the design of the model, which it is prudent to test, and this should help to make this 
analysis as robust as possible. 

The TP algorithm shows the optimum routes determined by the meteorology, regardless of actual operational 
constraints. A key constraint to present-day operations is the limited tracking of flights, particularly in the mid-
North Atlantic. However, this will become less of an issue in future years as full satellite surveillance coverage 
is achieved. This means that flights will be able to take more optimum routes, with more flexibility in taking 
advantage of the high-altitude winds. A study by Wells et al. (2021) showed that removing the constraint of 
the current organised track system (achieved through complete satellite coverage) and allowing aircraft to 
follow optimised routes more closely, could allow air distance savings of up to around 16% when flying east. 
The distance savings, and in turn the associated time savings (which ultimately determines fuel burn), from 
removing these operational constraints are probably greater than those achieved through potential changes in 
the strength of the jet stream and high-altitude winds. Further, routing flights more efficiently, independent of 
changes in high-altitude winds, could achieve time savings in the short-term, whereas any change to high-
altitude winds due to the effect of climate change may not be realised for several decades to come. 

This application of the TP algorithm on direct climate model output (CMIP5) only considers the year 2050, so it 
is not possible to comment on the time horizons on which these changes emerge (i.e., whether they are 
apparent in, say 2030) or whether they become more pronounced towards the end of the 21st century. It is 
expected that changes are gradual in the first half of the 21st century but could change beyond 2050. There 
could be non-linearities in the climate system which mean the jet response to warming actually changes under 
a greater level of warming (Manzini et al., 2018). This is because of projected decreases in Arctic sea ice due to 
global warming. Arctic sea ice can have a considerable impact on the jet through influencing the temperature 
gradient between the equator and the pole and also through a causal effect on the polar vortex, which can 
feedback on the jet stream. This shows that the influence on the jet is not entirely straightforward. 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

4. Impact of changes in wind 
patterns
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 Impact of changes in wind patterns  

This section considers the historical flight times for every day in the 2010-2019 period, determined by 
applying the TP algorithm to ERA5 reanalysis data. These days are each categorised into one of eight 
weather patterns and the relationship between fast / slow days and weather pattern calculated. Given 
this relationship, the projected changes in weather patterns by 2050 are used to infer potential changes 
in flight duration out to 2050. The effect of weather pattern on flight duration, using historical data, is 
strongest in winter and weakest in summer, reflecting changes in the jet stream strength by season. 
However, the robust projected changes in weather pattern occurrence out to 2050 are seen in the 
summer, while little change is projected in winter making inference on potential changes in flight 
duration difficult. In an extended analysis, the TP algorithm is applied directly to historical and future 
climate model data, to calculate flight duration changes in the models themselves. The sample of 
climate models used indicates that flight durations from the Canaries to North Europe (northbound) 
are projected to decrease (irrespective of season), while there is a signal for flight durations from North 
Europe to the Canaries (southbound) to decrease in summer and increase in winter. Meanwhile, flight 
durations are also projected to decrease for flights from Europe to Asia, and for Asia to Europe in 
summer. These projected changes, where possible, are related to changes in the high-altitude winds, 
which are often strongest over the North Atlantic. For transatlantic routes, flight durations will 
decrease in both westbound and eastbound directions, for both summer and winter, which is related to 
the changes in high-altitude winds indicated in the models. For surface winds there are distinct 
differences in the wind direction by weather pattern for a sample of five European airports. The 
projected changes in weather patterns indicates that northerly winds will become more common in the 
summer by 2050 (relative to the present day), while southerly winds will become less common (relative 
to the present day). 

4.1 Historical flight times and their relation to weather patterns 

Before considering the projected changes in flight times under climate change, using climate models, the 
historical air traffic flows between airport pairs are considered. Using the TP algorithm, the time-optimal 
routes are calculated for every day in the 2010-2019 period, using ERA5 horizontal wind data on the 250 hPa 
pressure level. The associated flight times are filtered to consider the days representing the fastest 5% of 
flights and the slowest 5% of flights for each airport pair. This corresponds to the 5th and 95th percentiles, 
respectively, when ordering the flights from shortest duration to longest duration. This analysis is repeated for 
both the winter (December-January-February) and summer (June-July-August) seasons.  

These sets of days are representative of days where the winds favour fast (5th percentile) and slow (95th 
percentile) flight durations. Airport pairs are grouped by their continent to produce a set of representative 
days for each inter- or intra-continental pair. For instance, KLAX-EGLL and KJFK-LFPG both belong to the 
North America-Europe group. Once these grouped representative days are identified, they are each classified 
into the eight weather patterns calculated for the historical period (also using ERA5; see Figure 26 in the 
Appendix). This gives insights into the likelihood of experiencing a particularly fast / slow duration flight for 
each of the weather patterns for each continent pair. 
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Figure 5: The occurrence of fast (left) and slow (right) flights between Europe and North America in winter (top) and summer 
(bottom). The blue bars indicate eastbound flights, and the orange bars indicate westbound flights. 

For flights between North America and Europe, there is a clear tendency for the fastest flights to appear in 
weather pattern 1 for westbound flights and to occur in weather pattern 2 for eastbound flights during winter 
(Figure 5). This can be understood by considering the features of these weather patterns (Figure 26). Weather 
pattern 1 represents the negative phase of NAO, during which the jet stream is weakened and is characterised 
by greater meandering across the North Atlantic. Westbound flights can take advantage of the anomalously 
weak high-altitude winds / jet stream. Meanwhile, weather pattern 2 represents the positive phase of the NAO, 
during which the jet stream is anomalously strong and eastbound flights are, in turn, anomalously short in 
duration.  

These patterns reverse for the slowest flights, with the majority of the slowest eastbound flights occurring 
during weather pattern 1. These trends are less pronounced in the summer months. This is because the jet 
stream is, on average, much weaker during the summer relative to the winter. This means there is a smaller 
advantage to using / avoiding high-altitude winds during the summer months. Therefore, there is a more 
equal distribution of the fastest and slowest days across weather patterns. There is a less clear distinction 
between the remaining weather patterns (3-8), with the exception of weather pattern 5, which accounts for a 
large proportion of fast westbound flights and a large proportion of slow eastbound flights in winter. This 
weather pattern is associated with an area of high pressure over northern Europe. This is also known as a 
blocking high, because it blocks the usual west to east flow of air, causing big meanders in the flow. This 
meandering of the flow (meaning greater than normal northward and southward flow) means that eastbound 
flights do not benefit from a strong tail wind and westbound flights are not slowed by a strong head wind. 
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Figure 6: The occurrence of fast (left) and slow (right) flights between Europe and North Asia in winter (top) and summer 
(bottom). The blue bars indicate eastbound flights, and the orange bars indicate westbound flights. 

Very similar results are found when considering flights between North Asia (North Asia airports are taken as 
RJTT and RKSI) and Europe (Figure 6). The weather patterns (even though they are defined for the North 
Atlantic and European sector only) also represent the jet stream conditions across much of Europe and North 
Asia. For example, in weather pattern 1 the jet stream is also likely to be weaker and meander more across this 
entire region, while in weather pattern 2 the jet stream is also likely to be stronger across the European and 
North Asian sector. Therefore, the same opportunities arise when the jet stream is strong for eastbound flights 
and when the jet stream is weak for westbound flights. Again, there is a more even distribution of fast / slow 
days in summer. It is again apparent that weather pattern 5 accounts for a large proportion of fast westbound 
flights and a large proportion of slow eastbound flights in winter. This can be accounted for by the 
meandering jet stream associated with this weather setup, which would be expected to continue east of the 
North Atlantic-European area, into the Asian continent. There is a less clear distinction between the remaining 
weather patterns. 

For flights between South Asia (VHHH, WMKK, WSSS) and Europe, the fast and slow days are less skewed 
towards weather patterns 1 and 2, with a more even distribution across all weather patterns (Figure 27). This is 
because flights typically take a more southerly route and are less impacted by the strong high-altitude winds 
associated with the jet stream, which are usually located at a more northerly latitude.  

A more even distribution is also seen across the weather patterns for flights between the Canaries and Europe. 
This is related to the situation described in section 2, with flights on these routes taking a northward or 
southward path. While the jet stream behaviour is related to the weather pattern, the jet stream itself has a 
less obvious impact on these flights. The exception might be weather patterns that could be associated with a 
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significant meandering of the jet stream. Weather pattern 6, for example, is also associated with a blocking 
high (Figure 26), which would cause a significant meandering of the jet stream around the high pressure 
system. Occasionally, this displaced jet stream might align with North Europe-Canaries flight paths, but the jet 
stream will typically be much weaker than over the North Atlantic. The fact that the jet stream is strongest over 
the North Atlantic and positioned to interact with the flight paths of transatlantic flights means that the 
differentiation of fast and slow flights by weather pattern is clearest here. 

As mentioned in Section 3, the weather patterns, as presented here over the North Atlantic-European area, will 
also be correlated to patterns over the North American and Asian continents, but the pattern here will be less 
well defined. The differences in flight time by weather pattern are expected to be greatest for flights over the 
North Atlantic because the weather patterns have a significant influence on the strength and location of the 
North Atlantic jet stream. The relationship between the weather patterns and pressure patterns over Asia, and 
therefore the strength of the jet stream here, is less well defined. This is compounded by the fact that flights 
between Europe and Asia spend less time in the jet stream so that the relationship is less clear still. However, 
flights should still be influenced by the jet stream in the European area, for which there is still a reasonably 
strong relationship with the weather patterns. 

4.1.1 Impact of days with strong headwinds or tailwinds on flight performance 

Analysis of differences in flight performance on fast and slow days using historic 2015-2018 flight trajectory 
data from the EUROCONTROL R&D Archive confirms variability of impacts of changing wind speeds between 
summer and winter periods. As the data covers full gate to gate trajectory (where possible), the difference 
between associated first and last timestamp is not representative of the actual flight time, but rather blocks 
time (off-block to on-block). To ensure the impact of taxi durations, ground delays at departure and 
destination airport as well as impact of approach and departure procedures is removed - so that the pure 
flight durations can be compared - the trajectories (and associated timestamps) were clipped at points located 
40NM from the departure and destination airports. Calculating simple average of flight durations for each 
combination of season, wind direction and traffic flow would reduce the sample size and the results would not 
be reliable due to different aircraft performance and trajectories flown. However, it is possible to plot the 
performance of each flight in the sample against other flights on the same traffic flow in the same season to 
observe the difference in performance caused by variations in wind speeds and direction. Detailed plots for 
each traffic flow, broken down into summer and winter performance, are provided in Figure 33 to Figure 38 in 
the appendix. 

Comparison of flight duration against distance flown suggests that despite flight duration changing as a result 
of changing wind speed and direction, the actual distance flown remains fairly constant. This observation 
seems to occur in all traffic flows analysed. One possible explanation is related to the use of fixed ATS routes 
on transoceanic flights. The two distinct areas in Figure 7, below, represent flights from Europe to the US East 
and West coasts. Results of distance vs flight duration for 2015-2018 for all routes are included in Figure 34 
(Summer period) and Figure 35 (Winter period) in the appendix. 
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Figure 7: Distance vs flight duration on fast and slow days for flights travelling from Europe to North America. 

Plotting average ground speed against flight duration (Figure 8) confirms a clear distinction between the top 5 
percent of fastest and bottom 5 percent of slowest flights. As the headwind increases, the ground speed 
decreases and therefore the flight duration increases. Similarly, if the tailwind increases, the ground speed 
increases, and the flight duration decreases. In extreme cases, the difference in ground speed can be up to 150 
knots, measured between days with extreme headwind and days with extreme tailwind. Results of ground 
speed vs flight duration for 2015-2018 for all routes are included in Figure 36 (Summer period) and Figure 37 
(Winter period) in the appendix. 

 
Figure 8: Ground speed vs flight duration on fast and slow days for flights travelling from Europe to North America. 
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Assuming the rate of fuel consumption remains relatively constant at a fixed true airspeed, it was possible to 
estimate total fuel consumed on each city pair as a function of average fuel consumption of the given aircraft 
type per hour and the duration of flight. If the flight takes longer to arrive at its destination, it burns more fuel 
(and vice versa). For the purpose of this high-level estimation of impacts on fuel, a linear relationship between 
fuel consumed and flight duration was deemed acceptable. Each individual diagonal “line” in Figure 9 below 
represents a specific combination of aircraft type and origin-destination pair (total of 8 origin-destination 
pairs). The values with flight durations of up to eight hours represent flights from Europe to the North 
American East coast, while the remaining plots represent flights to West coast destinations. Results of fuel 
burn vs flight duration for 2015-2018 for all routes are included in Figure 38 (Summer period) and Figure 39 
(Winter period) in the appendix. 

 
Figure 9: Fuel burn vs flight duration on fast and slow days for flights travelling from Europe to North America. 

4.2 Projected changes in weather patterns and the implications for 
flight times 

Given that there is a clear tendency for the fastest / slowest days to coincide with weather patterns 1 and 2 for 
predominantly zonal (east to west or west to east) flights, this raises the question of whether any statements 
can be made about the future tendency of fast / slow flights based on the projection of weather pattern 
occurrence. Figure 10 shows the ensemble median projected changes in weather patterns in winter and 
summer during the period 2036-2065, which is centred on the year 2050. These changes should be considered 
as representative of the year 2050. The average over a 30-year period is calculated to ensure that any changes 
are due to a shift in the long-term climate rather than short-term variability. Projections are shown for both 
PPE-15 and CMIP-13 under the RCP8.5 emissions scenario. 
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Figure 10: Winter (top) and summer (bottom) ensemble median percentage change in the frequency of each weather pattern 
for 2036-2065, relative to 1981-2010, for both the PPE-15 (blue crosses) and CMIP-13 (yellow crosses) ensembles in the 
RCP8.5 emissions scenario. 

Robust signals are those where both PPE-15 and CMIP-13 changes have the same sign (positive or negative) 
and the ensemble range (defined as the second lowest and second highest projected changes) does not span 
zero. Spanning the zero line would indicate that there is a possibility of experiencing a change of either sign. 
Evidence of robust changes does not necessarily indicate that change will happen. Climate projections instead 
serve as the best indication given the latest climate models.  

Weather patterns 1 and 2 account for the majority of fast / slow days in the winter months for Europe to North 
America and Europe to North Asia flights, but neither show robust changes in occurrence by 2050 (Figure 10). 
There are some robust changes in weather pattern occurrence in the summer (for example, a robust change in 
weather pattern 7 is projected), but the summer is when the jet is at its weakest and therefore there is a more 
even spread of fast / slow flight days by weather pattern. While this identification of fast / slow days is useful 
for the impact analysis (Section 4.1.1), it has less use for determining potential future changes in the duration 
of flights through using a weather pattern analysis. This means there may be more insight into the potential 
future changes in flight duration between continent pairs by applying the TP algorithm directly. 
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4.3 Projected changes in flight times from application of the TP 
algorithm to climate model output 

This section expands on the results of Section 4.3. Rather than using the projected changes in weather 
patterns to infer projected changes in flight times it applies the TP algorithm directly to historical and future 
periods of the climate model output. This gives an alternative and more direct insight into the changes 
projected. It is structured around the original application of the TP algorithm to North Europe-Canaries and 
Europe-Asia flights, analysing the implications of climate change for flight duration on these important routes. 
The zonal mean zonal wind (the average of the eastward wind across all longitudes) at high-altitude is 
considered as a proxy for jet stream activity and used to understand, as far as possible, the projected changes 
in flight duration on these routes. Relating changes in zonal mean zonal wind to flight duration is expected to 
be most straightforward for flights flying either eastward or westward at latitudes where interaction with the 
jet stream is most likely. This includes Europe-North Asia flights. However, the relationship is still expected to 
be strongest on transatlantic routes. Therefore projected changes in Europe-North America flight times are 
considered further, as well as how this agrees with the existing literature discussed in section 2. 

4.3.1 North Europe-Canaries 

The relative geolocation of airport pairs between Europe and the Canaries implies meridional winds play a 
more important role than zonal winds. Therefore, projected changes in flight duration are difficult to relate to 
the zonal mean zonal wind, or jet stream. Northbound flights from the Canaries into Europe are projected to 
be faster (ranging from 1 to 3 minutes) irrespective of season (Table 2). These changes are obviously small in 
the context of 3-4 hour flights, but changes in fuel burn and CO2 emissions from hundreds of flights all 
making these time savings can be significant (section 4.3.4). 

Unlike the zonal wind analysis, the meandering nature of the jet stream implies that the meridional (i.e., the 
northward) component changes sign from time to time and averaging with respect to time leads to highly 
under-represented values (e.g. the average of a northerly wind at 30m/s one day and a southerly wind at 
30m/s the next day would be zero). Generally, it is a complex task to unpick the changes in upper-level winds 
that are leading to these changes in flight duration. However, these findings will hopefully motivate future 
work to determine the meteorological basis for these projected changes in flight duration on this route (and 
other north-south routes, since the drivers of changes in the meridional component of high-altitude winds is 
less understood). 

For southbound flights from Europe, flights are expected to be about 1 minute quicker in summer (JJA). On 
the other hand, flight durations are consistently longer by about 1 minute in winter (DJF) for all airport pairs in 
the North Europe to Canaries group, as shown in Table 3. Figure 11 shows a representative example for 
southbound North Europe to Canaries flights in the winter season. To get a better picture of how the 
geospatial distribution changed, we adopt the metric σ described in Cheung (2016) to quantify the geospatial 
spread of the trajectories in this study. Given a set of trajectories, σ here is the standard deviation of the 
Frechét displacement from the mean trajectory. In this study, σ is normalised by the length of the great circle 
between the airport pair, which could be interpreted as a measure of convergence of the trajectories as a 
percentage of the great circle length. For demonstration purposes, Figure 12 shows examples from Cheung 
(2015) of how σ relates to the geospatial spread of a set of trajectories for flights between London Heathrow 
and New York JFK. 

In Figure 11 there is a consistent increase in the geospatial spread of the trajectories (σ) across all airport pairs 
in the same group which implies larger detours from the great circle are taken more frequently in response to 
the wind in that region in the projection. The trajectories show the optimal path represented by the underlying 
node network despite appearing rather jagged. Although one could improve the node density, and hence the 
smoothness of the trajectory by having more than 25 grid points in any direction, there are no benefits in 
doing so. First, despite being capable of generating perfectly smooth trajectories like the great circle, it was 
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reported in Cheung (2018) that the optimality does not change much beyond 25 grid points, while the 
computing time increases non-linearly. Also, the resolution of the climate model is generally coarse and 
having a node network of high density would have no impact on the optimality. 

 

Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
GCTS EDDL DJF  03:37:42  03:34:45 -00:02:56 1.53E-46 
GCTS EDDL JJA  03:30:50  03:29:30 -00:01:19 7.95E-28 
GCLP EDDL DJF  03:35:06  03:32:13 -00:02:53 5.50E-46 
GCLP EDDL JJA  03:27:55  03:26:37 -00:01:17 2.04E-27 
GCTS EGKK DJF  03:17:33  03:14:59 -00:02:34 3.75E-40 
GCTS EGKK JJA  03:11:33  03:10:20 -00:01:13 2.03E-27 
GCLP EGKK DJF  03:15:49  03:13:17 -00:02:31 5.95E-40 
GCLP EGKK JJA  03:09:28  03:08:16 -00:01:11 1.44E-27 
GCTS EGCC DJF  03:27:33  03:25:00 -00:02:33 9.69E-37 
GCTS EGCC JJA  03:21:55  03:20:39 -00:01:15 6.50E-27 
GCLP EGCC DJF  03:26:36  03:24:04 -00:02:32 7.43E-37 
GCLP EGCC JJA  03:20:27  03:19:12 -00:01:14 5.39E-27 

Table 2: Expected duration for Canaries to North Europe flights. The last column list p-values from student’s t-test which 
represents the significance of the difference in flight duration between the historical and projection runs. Results with p-values 
< 0.05 are statistically significant and are in bold. 

Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
EDDL GCTS DJF  03:49:40  03:50:59  00:01:19 1.24E-08 
EDDL GCTS JJA  03:48:35  03:47:24 -00:01:10 7.38E-18 
EDDL GCLP DJF  03:45:55  03:47:11  00:01:15 2.44E-08 
EDDL GCLP JJA  03:45:18  03:44:09 -00:01:09 5.81E-18 
EGKK GCTS DJF  03:25:25  03:26:26  00:01:00 2.24E-06 
EGKK GCTS JJA  03:23:57  03:22:48 -00:01:09 3.72E-20 
EGKK GCLP DJF  03:22:30  03:23:29  00:00:58 2.92E-06 
EGKK GCLP JJA  03:21:33  03:20:25 -00:01:07 8.99E-20 
EGCC GCTS DJF  03:34:15  03:35:10  00:00:55 2.60E-05 
EGCC GCTS JJA  03:32:04  03:30:50 -00:01:13 1.69E-21 
EGCC GCLP DJF  03:31:59  03:32:53  00:00:54 2.56E-05 
EGCC GCLP JJA  03:30:21  03:29:10 -00:01:11 3.30E-21 

Table 3: Same as Table 2 but for North Europe to Canaries flights. 
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Figure 11: Spaghetti plot of optimal flights paths from EDDL to GCTS during 1991-2000 (top) and 2046-2055 (bottom) for 
winter (DJF). ‘ALL’ in the title means that all eight models from the CMIP-13 ensemble are represented in this plot. The PDF of 
flight durations is shown in the top right in each panel. The value of the standard deviation of the Frechét displacement σ (see 
text) is shown in the title. 
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Figure 12: Illustrations show how σ relates to the geospatial spread of trajectories. Examples shown are for EGLL-KJFK flights 
on selected dates. Each panel consists of 12 routes. σ is shown on the bottom right of each panel. Adapted from Cheung 
(2015). 

4.3.2 Europe-Asia 

The influence the jet stream has on optimal path and hence flight duration depends on the relative latitudes of 
the airport pairs and the jet stream. For instance, the orientations of the great circle between Asia and Europe 
airport pairs imply that aircraft spend proportionally less time influenced by the jet stream compared to the 
transatlantic flights considered in this study. Nevertheless, results show that faster flights (ranging from 2.5 to 
5 minutes) are to be expected in 2046-2055 for most Europe-Asia flights, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5, with 
the exception of westbound Asia to Europe flights in winter (DJF) where the null hypothesis is not rejected (p-
value ≥ 0.05), i.e. there are no statistically significant changes. A representative example of Asia to Europe 
flights in winter is shown in Figure 14. 

With increased CO2, it is expected that the jet stream will strengthen, the mechanism proposed for faster 
eastbound transatlantic flights by Williams (2016). The top panel of Figure 13 shows a strengthening of the 
zonal mean zonal wind centred at 31oN. Note that this plot combines the effect of the subtropical and polar 
jets, which do not appear as discrete features when considering zonal mean zonal wind. Here, the interest is 
primarily in the polar jet because it typically sits north of 40°N, where it is capable of affecting flight between 
Europe and North America, and Europe and Asia. Therefore, the primary interest is in features of zonal mean 
zonal wind north of 40°N. 

These stronger winds are likely to have some influence on eastbound Europe to Asia flights, particularly those 
travelling to North Asia (that take a more northerly route and therefore are more influenced by the jet stream). 
Referring to the bottom panel of Figure 13, the strongest zonal winds are reduced in 2046-2055 during 
summer. This could explain faster westbound flights between Asia and Europe in summer. On the other hand, 
there is a widening of the strongest winds north of 48oN. This is explored more in the context of transatlantic 
flights in section 4.3.3. This is motivated by the fact that we expect the greatest interaction between flights and 
the strongest high-altitude winds on these routes. 
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Figure 13: Zonal mean (averaged over a latitude circle) zonal wind as a function of latitude for periods 1991-2000 (red) and 
2046-2055 (red). The difference is shown in black. 
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Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
EGLL RJTT DJF  10:31:27  10:28:26 -00:03:01 1.84E-33 
EGLL RJTT JJA  10:31:29  10:28:32 -00:02:56 1.74E-54 
EDDF RJTT DJF  10:11:00  10:07:20 -00:03:39 5.27E-53 
EDDF RJTT JJA  10:12:14  10:09:32 -00:02:42 3.04E-47 
EHAM RJTT DJF  10:11:18  10:08:12 -00:03:06 4.56E-38 
EHAM RJTT JJA  10:12:02  10:09:15 -00:02:46 4.44E-50 
LFPG RJTT DJF  10:36:19  10:32:34 -00:03:45 4.84E-52 
LFPG RJTT JJA  10:36:44  10:33:40 -00:03:03 3.94E-59 
EGLL RKSI DJF  09:38:30  09:35:03 -00:03:27 5.13E-48 
EGLL RKSI JJA  09:38:50  09:36:17 -00:02:32 5.64E-43 
EDDF RKSI DJF  09:14:32  09:10:49 -00:03:43 8.93E-57 
EDDF RKSI JJA  09:14:01  09:11:40 -00:02:21 8.35E-38 
EHAM RKSI DJF  09:16:58  09:13:34 -00:03:23 1.21E-48 
EHAM RKSI JJA  09:17:11  09:14:50 -00:02:21 2.34E-37 
LFPG RKSI DJF  09:40:30  09:36:33 -00:03:57 2.17E-59 
LFPG RKSI JJA  09:40:01  09:37:23 -00:02:37 1.88E-44 
EGLL WSSS DJF  11:32:03  11:26:27 -00:05:36 1.29E-100 
EGLL WSSS JJA  11:47:52  11:42:53 -00:04:58 2.54E-164 
EDDF WSSS DJF  10:52:01  10:46:54 -00:05:07 1.03E-92 
EDDF WSSS JJA  11:08:57  11:04:13 -00:04:43 5.67E-164 
EHAM WSSS DJF  11:09:29  11:04:05 -00:05:23 2.53E-97 
EHAM WSSS JJA  11:23:59  11:19:19 -00:04:40 5.30E-155 
LFPG WSSS DJF  11:19:00  11:13:37 -00:05:23 2.80E-97 
LFPG WSSS JJA  11:37:30  11:32:26 -00:05:04 4.58E-174 
EGLL VHHH DJF  10:12:16  10:07:54 -00:04:22 6.01E-70 
EGLL VHHH JJA  10:15:12  10:12:01 -00:03:11 5.31E-69 
EDDF VHHH DJF  09:37:49  09:33:50 -00:03:58 1.12E-63 
EDDF VHHH JJA  09:42:43  09:39:44 -00:02:59 5.94E-62 
EHAM VHHH DJF  09:49:21  09:45:14 -00:04:06 2.26E-65 
EHAM VHHH JJA  09:52:10  09:49:12 -00:02:58 8.39E-64 
LFPG VHHH DJF  10:05:45  10:01:22 -00:04:22 1.75E-71 
LFPG VHHH JJA  10:10:46  10:07:29 -00:03:17 3.34E-70 
EGLL WMKK DJF  11:13:20  11:07:57 -00:05:23 5.49E-95 
EGLL WMKK JJA  11:29:46  11:24:50 -00:04:55 2.05E-163 
EDDF WMKK DJF  10:33:15  10:28:22 -00:04:53 1.54E-87 
EDDF WMKK JJA  10:50:47  10:46:05 -00:04:42 4.14E-168 
EHAM WMKK DJF  10:50:54  10:45:43 -00:05:11 2.06E-92 
EHAM WMKK JJA  11:06:04  11:01:26 -00:04:37 4.19E-155 
LFPG WMKK DJF  11:00:02  10:54:52 -00:05:10 3.13E-92 
LFPG WMKK JJA  11:19:03  11:14:02 -00:05:01 1.15E-175 

Table 4: Same as Table 2 but for Europe to Asia flights. 
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Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
RJTT EGLL DJF  11:29:48  11:29:36 -00:00:12 0.4788354 
RJTT EGLL JJA  11:05:37  11:01:39 -00:03:58 1.04E-74 
RJTT EDDF DJF  11:15:33  11:15:52  00:00:18 0.2762891 
RJTT EDDF JJA  10:51:03  10:47:05 -00:03:58 8.49E-75 
RJTT EHAM DJF  11:10:01  11:10:01  00:00:00 0.9892429 
RJTT EHAM JJA  10:46:50  10:42:51 -00:03:59 1.16E-79 
RJTT LFPG DJF  11:37:57  11:38:14  00:00:16 0.3500188 
RJTT LFPG JJA  11:14:20  11:10:15 -00:04:05 5.49E-78 
RKSI EGLL DJF  10:48:16  10:48:16 -00:00:00 0.9783692 
RKSI EGLL JJA  10:18:55  10:15:02 -00:03:53 7.93E-70 
RKSI EDDF DJF  10:28:19  10:28:52  00:00:33 0.0430279 
RKSI EDDF JJA  09:59:25  09:55:40 -00:03:44 2.70E-63 
RKSI EHAM DJF  10:27:25  10:27:34  00:00:09 0.5504868 
RKSI EHAM JJA  09:58:20  09:54:34 -00:03:46 4.08E-66 
RKSI LFPG DJF  10:54:13  10:54:44  00:00:30 0.0712996 
RKSI LFPG JJA  10:24:56  10:21:04 -00:03:52 6.37E-66 
WSSS EGLL DJF  13:07:16  13:06:51 -00:00:25 0.1518252 
WSSS EGLL JJA  12:25:46  12:22:37 -00:03:09 9.47E-79 
WSSS EDDF DJF  12:23:53  12:23:12 -00:00:40 0.0151376 
WSSS EDDF JJA  11:41:29  11:38:35 -00:02:53 5.24E-73 
WSSS EHAM DJF  12:39:59  12:39:33 -00:00:26 0.1269969 
WSSS EHAM JJA  11:59:56  11:56:45 -00:03:10 2.78E-84 
WSSS LFPG DJF  12:56:47  12:56:11 -00:00:36 0.0357234 
WSSS LFPG JJA  12:12:46  12:09:49 -00:02:57 5.29E-69 
VHHH EGLL DJF  11:54:58  11:54:46 -00:00:12 0.4995585 
VHHH EGLL JJA  11:19:35  11:15:24 -00:04:11 9.22E-96 
VHHH EDDF DJF  11:22:47  11:22:49  00:00:02 0.8777574 
VHHH EDDF JJA  10:47:47  10:43:47 -00:03:59 8.32E-97 
VHHH EHAM DJF  11:29:41  11:29:32 -00:00:09 0.5925869 
VHHH EHAM JJA  10:55:15  10:51:10 -00:04:05 1.23E-96 
VHHH LFPG DJF  11:53:31  11:53:38  00:00:06 0.7148245 
VHHH LFPG JJA  11:17:51  11:13:44 -00:04:07 8.43E-96 
WMKK EGLL DJF  12:48:58  12:48:37 -00:00:20 0.2384238 
WMKK EGLL JJA  12:07:03  12:04:07 -00:02:56 3.23E-69 
WMKK EDDF DJF  12:05:15  12:04:37 -00:00:38 0.0217661 
WMKK EDDF JJA  11:22:37  11:19:53 -00:02:44 8.92E-66 
WMKK EHAM DJF  12:21:30  12:21:07 -00:00:23 0.1747722 
WMKK EHAM JJA  11:41:00  11:38:03 -00:02:57 7.73E-74 
WMKK LFPG DJF  12:38:10  12:37:39 -00:00:31 0.0705121 
WMKK LFPG JJA  11:53:45  11:50:58 -00:02:46 4.07E-62 

Table 5: Same as Table 2 but for Asia to Europe flights. 
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Figure 14: Same as Figure 11 but for WMKK-EDDF. 
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4.3.3 Europe-North America 

North Europe to Canaries and Europe to Asia are hugely important and growing routes, for tourism and 
business, respectively. The projected changes in flight duration by 2050 on these routes is extremely 
important, but it is also useful to look a little more closely at transatlantic flights to propose a mechanism 
behind these changes, comparing and contrasting with existing literature. In the following, we start by 
focusing on John F. Kennedy International Airport (KJFK)-Heathrow Airport (EGLL) flights in both directions as 
they were studied in both Williams (2016) and Irvine et al. (2016). Figure 15 shows the probability distribution 
functions (PDFs) of flight durations for KJFK-EGLL flights during winter of 1991-2000 (top panel) and 2046-
2055 (middle panel). As expected, the PDFs from individual climate models show different characteristics with 
some predicting a faster flight (e.g., ACCESS1-3), while others predict a slower flight (e.g., CanESM2). On top of 
the shift in expected duration, the change in the shape of the PDFs of some models (e.g., GFDL-ESM2G, MRI-
CGCM3), which represent the spread of flight durations, is rather noticeable. 
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Figure 15: PDFs of flight durations for KJFK-EGLL flights during 1991-2000 (top) and 2046-2055 (middle) for winter. The 
bottom panel shows the PDF from the multi-model ensemble covering the two periods, with red and blue representing the 
periods covering 1991-2000 and 2046-2055 respectively. The expected value (mean) and two standard deviations are marked 
by the vertical lines in each case. The p-value from the student’s t-test is shown in the title of the bottom panel. 
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The bottom panel of Figure 15 shows the PDFs of flight durations computed from the multi-model ensemble 
for the two periods. It is observed that the expected value (mean) of flight duration is 1 minute 34 seconds less 
in the projection. This is consistent with Figure 13 and the analysis for eastbound Europe to Asia flights in 
section 4.3.2.  

 

Figure 16: Same as Figure 11 but for KJFK-EGLL. 
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Figure 16 shows the geospatial distribution of KJFK-EGLL flights over the two periods in winter (DJF). Here, the 
geospatial spread of the trajectories (σ) has increased slightly from 6.39 to 6.54, which implies that the optimal 
trajectories are slightly more variable in space. This suggests that the core of the jet stream might be more 
variable in latitude on a day-to-day basis over the area shown during the projection period. 

Despite stronger zonal winds (Figure 13), westbound flights during 2046-2055 from EGLL to KJFK are found to 
be on average 1 minute 44 seconds less than 1991-2000 as shown in Figure 17, which is counterintuitive and 
also different from Williams (2016) and Irvine et al. (2016). The geospatial analysis in Figure 18 suggests that 
the faster flight times are associated with a decrease in geospatial spread of trajectories. Referring to the top 
panel of Figure 13, it is observed that the strengthening of the zonal mean zonal wind speed southward of 
53.5°N (where it is already strongest) is accompanied by a reduction in zonal mean zonal wind speed 
northward of 53.5°N in winter. This is interpreted as a ‘narrowing’ of the polar jet, characterised by a reduction 
(weakening) in zonal wind at high latitudes and an increase (strengthening) in zonal wind in the mid-latitudes. 
The combination of these effects creates a more concentrated region of the strongest zonal winds, relating to 
the polar jet stream. The narrowing allows flights to make less of a detour around the core of the jet resulting 
in shorter flight durations. The results highlight the benefits of a node-based TP system over the traditional 
method, in which the latter does not guarantee a true optimal route. 
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Figure 17: Same as Figure 15 but for EGLL-KJFK. 
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Figure 18: Same as Figure 11 but for EGLL-KJFK. 
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The strongest zonal winds are reduced in 2046-2055 during the summer (JJA) season (Figure 13). This 
translates into a faster flight duration of 1 minute 5 seconds for EGLL to KJFK flights on average. On the other 
hand, there is a widening of the strongest winds north of 48oN. Eastbound flights can take advantage of the 
broadening by shifting to higher latitude routes and the expected flight duration is 2 minutes and 22 seconds 
less for KJFK to EGLL flights in the projection run. 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 show illustrations of how the EGLL-KJFK flights might be affected (note this is 
theoretical at this stage, motivated by the simple zonal mean zonal wind analysis; future academic work would 
help to unpick the physical influences on projected flight durations over each of the key routes explored here). 
This is a simplified view of Figure 13, showing how the response of zonal winds is expected to influence flights. 
It is important to note the real response will be more nuanced than this. 

 

Figure 19: Graphical illustration of how eastbound and westbound flights between EGLL and KJFK change in response to 
climate in winter (DJF). Shaded regions indicate relative strength of zonal winds with darker colours representing higher wind 
speeds. This is necessarily a highly simplified view, and the real response will be more nuanced than this. 
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Figure 20: Same as Figure 19 but for summer (JJA). (Note the jet stream is weaker in summer months than winter months, as 
quantified in Figure 13). 

Table 6 and Table 7 list the mean flight durations for 1991-2000 and 2046-2055 for North America to Europe 
and Europe to North America flights, respectively. All flights between Europe and North America are expected 
to have shorter flight durations irrespective of seasons and direction. 
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Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
KJFK EGLL DJF  05:39:44  05:38:09 -00:01:34 1.55E-10 
KJFK EGLL JJA  05:48:23  05:46:00 -00:02:22 1.88E-34 
KLAX EGLL DJF  09:24:13  09:23:05 -00:01:07 0.000183 
KLAX EGLL JJA  09:23:57  09:20:19 -00:03:38 1.04E-61 
KJFK EDDF DJF  06:20:43  06:18:48 -00:01:55 1.23E-13 
KJFK EDDF JJA  06:30:15  06:27:22 -00:02:53 1.35E-45 
KLAX EDDF DJF  10:03:31  10:02:18 -00:01:13 6.98E-05 
KLAX EDDF JJA  10:03:35  09:59:28 -00:04:06 1.56E-74 
KJFK EHAM DJF  06:00:21  05:58:55 -00:01:25 1.52E-08 
KJFK EHAM JJA  06:09:06  06:06:25 -00:02:41 3.58E-42 
KLAX EHAM DJF  09:41:24  09:40:33 -00:00:51 0.00499 
KLAX EHAM JJA  09:40:10  09:36:18 -00:03:51 2.57E-67 
KJFK LFPG DJF  05:56:59  05:54:50 -00:02:09 2.13E-17 
KJFK LFPG JJA  06:06:28  06:04:01 -00:02:26 2.69E-34 
KLAX LFPG DJF  09:43:24  09:41:44 -00:01:39 5.58E-08 
KLAX LFPG JJA  09:44:38  09:40:49 -00:03:48 2.63E-66 

Table 6: Same as Table 2 but for North America to Europe flights. 

Origin Destination Season Historical Projection Difference p-value 
EGLL KJFK DJF  07:03:47  07:02:02 -00:01:44 6.27E-09 
EGLL KJFK JJA  06:41:52  06:40:47 -00:01:05 3.70E-08 
EGLL KLAX DJF  10:28:17  10:24:07 -00:04:09 2.27E-39 
EGLL KLAX JJA  10:17:24  10:15:37 -00:01:47 9.81E-17 
EDDF KJFK DJF  07:50:33  07:48:43 -00:01:50 1.83E-09 
EDDF KJFK JJA  07:26:45  07:25:38 -00:01:07 3.15E-08 
EDDF KLAX DJF  11:06:09  11:01:56 -00:04:13 2.73E-39 
EDDF KLAX JJA  10:53:26  10:51:08 -00:02:17 5.10E-26 
EHAM KJFK DJF  07:24:34  07:22:33 -00:02:00 3.07E-11 
EHAM KJFK JJA  07:02:14  07:01:10 -00:01:03 1.08E-07 
EHAM KLAX DJF  10:39:38  10:35:29 -00:04:09 7.03E-40 
EHAM KLAX JJA  10:28:19  10:26:10 -00:02:08 1.02E-23 
LFPG KJFK DJF  07:26:39  07:25:06 -00:01:33 3.68E-07 
LFPG KJFK JJA  07:03:08  07:01:56 -00:01:11 4.67E-09 
LFPG KLAX DJF  10:53:27  10:49:10 -00:04:17 1.02E-39 
LFPG KLAX JJA  10:41:12  10:39:21 -00:01:51 3.69E-17 

Table 7: Same as Table 2 but for Europe to North America flights. 

4.3.4 Estimated future operational impacts 

Quantification of future operational impacts from changes in flight durations as a result of evolution in wind 
patterns is based on a combination of TP outputs (historical and projected flight durations) and operational 
data from the EUROCONTROL R&D Archive data (fleet mix, average fuel consumption, number of flights on 
individual city pairs etc.). As the ATM system (and aviation in general) in 2050 is expected to be substantially 
different to the current system, it is not possible to judge how future changes in technology and operating 
procedures might influence flight duration. Therefore, for the purpose of quantification of future impacts of 
winds aloft on flight performance we assumed the parameters of the existing aviation system today.  
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It should be noted that the historical flight durations from the TP algorithm may be slightly underestimated 
compared to real-world measurements as the TP was never intended to cope with a wide range of operational 
issues that prolong the theoretical shortest flight duration, such as runway orientation, additional distance 
flown on SIDs and STARs, ATC vectoring, ANSP operational reasons and more. However, since both historical 
and projected flight durations come from the same source, they are comparable against each other and any 
deviation against an external data source need not be corrected. 

As indicated earlier in this report, the overall impact of changing wind patterns on flight duration is expected 
to be small - Figure 21 summarises the expected impacts on average flight duration, ground speed and fuel 
burn per flight on each of the traffic flows. It should be noted that the average numeric values presented in 
this figure are weighted averages based on the historic number of flights operating on each of the route(s) in 
each traffic flow. 

It can be seen that the current difference between flight times experienced in summer and in winter season 
today is likely to remain similar in 2050, mostly because the impact of changed wind patterns expected in 
2050 is likely to remain very small. This will lead to very minor impacts on future operational performance and 
is unlikely to cause any unexpected operational issues; arrival delays are likely to remain at levels similar to 
those experienced today and the share of flights arriving substantially earlier than planned is also likely to 
remain stable. It is worth noting, however, that at times when the jet stream becomes unusually strong, some 
flights might arrive earlier than expected which may disrupt night-time noise curfews at specific airports, and 
increase the overall airport workload required to handle the incoming traffic and PAX earlier than scheduled 
(i.e. there may not be the personnel on site at those times). 

Although the average impact of changing wind patterns on a single flight may look negligible, the combined 
impact which considers all flights operating on the traffic flows considered in this study is much more 
substantial. The overall reduction in flight times, as a result of stronger jet streams, is likely to bring savings of 
more than 55 thousand tonnes of aviation fuel per year, which corresponds to roughly 175 thousand tonnes of 
CO2 emissions saved each year, with the greatest reduction expected on routes to and from Asia. These figures 
assume current fleet mix, aircraft performance and pre-pandemic traffic levels. Factoring in high level 
assumptions on expected traffic growth3 by 2050 (increase of +47% - +65% against 2019 traffic levels), the 
absolute emissions levels will increase as a result of traffic growth. However, the potential for saved fuel and 
CO2 emissions will increase too, leading to savings caused by reductions in flight times – as presented in Table 
8 below. Note that projected operational impacts of changing wind patterns are presented in Figure 21 
overleaf and also in Table 10 in the appendix. 

Table 8 Fuel and emissions4 that can be saved by taking advantage of changes to the jet stream on the traffic flows analysed 

 

                                                      
3 See Annex 2: Impact of changes in storm patterns and intensity on flight operations  
4 Minor inconsistencies in the fuel burn and CO2 values are due to the rounding of results.  

Fuel and CO2 saved  
(1,000 tonnes) 

2050 traffic (= 2019 traffic) Expected 2050 traffic 
levels (+47%) 

Expected 2050 traffic 
levels (+65%) 

Fuel burn CO2 Fuel burn CO2 Fuel burn CO2 
Europe to North America 9 28 13 42 15 47 
North America to Europe 12 38 18 56 20 63 
Europe to Asia 23 72 33 105 37 118 
Asia to Europe 10 32 15 47 17 53 
N. Europe to Canaries <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 
Canaries to N. Europe 1 5 2 7 2 8 
Total 55 175 81 257 91 289 
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Figure 21: Projected operational impacts of changing wind patterns  
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4.4 Projected changes in surface winds 

The next step in the analysis is to consider the surface wind direction at a sample of five European airports 
(Figure 22). These European airports were selected on the basis that they represent major airports across a 
range of climates in the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) region. The airports chosen were EIDW 
(Dublin), LEBL (Barcelona), EHAM (Amsterdam), LHBP (Budapest) and LTFM (Istanbul), and their wind roses are 
plotted for each of eight weather patterns. The eight weather patterns and how they are defined are described 
in Annex 1 and shown in Figure 26 in the Appendix, with a description of what the eight weather patterns 
mean for the flow of air and potential weather across Europe shown in Table 9 in the Appendix. The plots 
represent the percentage of days that the wind is from a particular direction (with the wind direction split into 
16 equally spaced groups, each covering a range of 22.5°) for that weather pattern. These plots represent 
winds calculated from the ERA5 reanalysis for the period 2010-2019. 

For Dublin (EIDW), it can be seen that the wind direction is distinctly different under certain weather patterns 
(Figure 23). For example, weather pattern 2 on average has a significant westerly component. This can be 
understood when considering the pressure patterns associated with this weather pattern (Figure 26), with a 
deep area of low pressure between the United Kingdom and Iceland. Other weather patterns have more of a 
northerly component (e.g., weather patterns 1 and 3), while some have a southerly component (e.g., weather 
patterns 5 and 7). Again, these directions can be reconciled with the surface pressure patterns associated with 
these weather patterns. 

Considering Barcelona (LEBL), the wind directions for the eight weather patterns are more evenly distributed 
(Figure 24). Barcelona is more distant from the strong surface pressure gradients associated with northern and 
western Europe, so a given weather pattern is not always associated with a discernible wind direction. Taking 
weather pattern 5, for example, this weather setup is not obviously associated with winds from a particular 
direction. The winds instead are likely to be light with no tendency towards a particular direction. There are 
still clear trends across the various weather patterns, however. Weather pattern 2 is clearly associated with a 
westerly wind direction, which is logical given the positioning of a high-pressure system to the south and west 
of the Iberian Peninsula. 

 

Figure 22: The location of the 5 airports considered in the surface winds analysis; EIDW (Dublin), LEBL (Barcelona), EHAM 
(Amsterdam), LHBP (Budapest) and LTFM (Istanbul). 
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Figure 23: Wind roses for Dublin (EIDW) for each of the eight weather patterns. The values in blue show the percentage 
occurrence of the weather patterns in the historical period (top line) and the median projected changes and the ensemble 
range, in brackets (defined as the third lowest and third highest projected changes), across the combined PPE-15 and CMIP-
13 ensemble (bottom line) for winter (DJF). The values in red show the same but for summer (JJA). These do not change by 
airport since weather patterns represent a pattern of low- and high-pressure anomalies across the whole of the ECAC area. 
However, the surface wind experienced for each weather pattern does change by airport. 

 

Figure 24: As for Figure 23 but for Barcelona (LEBL). 
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For Budapest (LHBP), several of the wind patterns are associated with a north-westerly direction, notably 
weather patterns 6 and 8 (Figure 25). These weather patterns are characterised by high-pressure systems over 
or close to western Europe, so they cause a northerly flow of air over eastern Europe. Further south and east in 
Europe, Istanbul (LTFM) sees a predominance of north-easterly winds (Figure 40). The effect of the high- and 
low-pressure patterns across central and western parts of Europe is to produce north-easterly winds here. The 
predominance of this prevailing wind direction means that any future changes in the occurrence of weather 
patterns is unlikely to influence the wind direction here. The wind direction for each weather pattern for 
Amsterdam (EHAM, Figure 41) is similar to that for Dublin (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 25: As for Figure 22 but for Budapest (LHBP). 

Given the changes in weather pattern occurrence projected for 2050 (Figure 10), it is possible to make 
qualitative statements about the changes in wind direction by this time horizon. This uses the relationship 
between weather patterns and wind direction in the present day, as shown in the wind rose plots. A projected 
decrease in the occurrence of a weather pattern strongly associated with, for example, westerly winds might 
indicate a decrease in westerly winds. This framing, using present day wind roses classified by weather 
patterns, combined with projected changes in weather patterns, is preferred to direct application of climate 
model output, due to the requirement for higher temporal resolution data than available in UKCP18 (and 
other climate models) at a European scale. It is also consistent with previous analysis methods in Annex 1 and 
Annex 2. 

There is a signal for increasing occurrence of weather patterns 1 and 3 in the summer (JJA) by 2050; projected 
percentage changes in weather patterns are shown on Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25. Weather patterns 1 
and 3 occur on 36% of summer days (21% and 15%, respectively). Recall that weather patterns represent a 
pattern of low- and high-pressure anomalies across the whole of the ECAC area. They are projected to 
increase by 10% (with a range of -1% to 33%, considering the third lowest and third highest projected changes 
across the combined PPE-15 and CMIP-13 ensemble) and 19% (with a range of -4% to 43%), respectively. 
Therefore, it is possible that winds with a northerly direction across northern, western and central Europe (see 
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Dublin and Amsterdam wind roses) become more common during this season. These wind patterns are not, 
however, associated with particularly disruptive wind speeds over these regions of Europe (Annex 2).  

Further strengthening of this shift towards northerly winds is the signal from weather pattern 7 in summer. 
This is the one weather pattern, for either season that is robustly simulated to change by 2050, with a 29% 
decrease projected (with a range of -46% to -8%). Evidence of robust changes does not necessarily indicate 
that change will happen. Climate projections instead serve as the best indication given the latest climate 
models. However, where PPE-15 and CMIP-13 changes have the same sign (positive or negative) and the 
ensemble range (defined as the second lowest and second highest projected changes) does not span zero, 
then confidence in that projection and its implication of a potential shift towards more northerly winds is 
greater. 

This weather pattern is associated with a southerly wind at Dublin, Barcelona and Amsterdam and indeed large 
parts of western Europe. This indicates that there will be fewer days with a southerly component to the wind 
direction by 2050 and more days with a northerly wind direction, noticeably so across western and northern 
Europe. The results across eastern Europe, where the wind direction is less strongly delineated by weather 
pattern, are less clear.
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 Discussion 

The results from the application of the TP algorithm to climate model output presented here contrast 
somewhat with those in recent academic literature. This is likely to be due to differences in the 
approach and method. The most apparent difference with other work is the extension here to 
considering a larger sample of climate models, but other subtle differences in the approaches may also 
explain the results. Generally, the changes in flight duration can be understood by considering the key 
characteristics of the response of the zonal mean zonal wind, averaged across the climate models, 
invoking a theoretical mechanism to explain the link between the flight duration and the 
meteorological changes. The high-altitude zonal mean zonal wind response appears to be largely 
consistent with the literature. However, some key differences in wind response are apparent, which 
might explain the differences in projected flight duration here with previous work (for transatlantic 
flights). The range of the response across the models suggests that the jet stream response to climate 
change and its impact on flight duration is not simple, and differences between models persist. 

While the focus of the application of the TP algorithm to climate model data has been on the growing North 
Europe-Canaries and Europe-Asia routes, the link between flight duration and high-altitude winds is still most 
straightforward to analyse for transatlantic flights, since the two interact more on this route. This is also the 
route that existing literature has considered, so it makes comparisons to previous work easier. Therefore, a 
discussion comparing and contrasting with this literature is warranted. 

The finding of faster journeys for both eastbound and westbound transatlantic flights contrasts somewhat 
with results in the existing literature. The Williams (2016) study found shorter eastbound flight durations and 
longer westbound flight durations, with longer net round-trip flight durations. This was largely replicated 
across all seasons and not sensitive to the exact pressure level chosen. The Irvine et al. (2016) study (using five 
CMIP5 models) found that climate change leads to shorter duration flights eastbound and longer duration 
flights westbound (when taking the annual average). They found some sensitivity to season, with both 
eastbound and westbound flight times increasing in the summer. Differences between studies could be due to 
several factors and it highlights the sensitivity of results to the exact approach and method of the study. For 
example, comparing this study with Williams (2016), key differences include: 

 Different TP algorithms are used in these two studies, as detailed in Section 3.1. 

 The Williams (2016) study uses the difference between a climate change concentration in which the 
CO2 concentration is doubled (~550 parts per million) from ‘pre-industrial’ levels and a pre-industrial 
climate itself (~275 parts per million). Here, a 2050 climate in an RCP8.5 emissions scenario (~550 
parts per million) is compared with a 1995 climate (~360 parts per million). 

 Different climate models are used. The Williams (2016) study used a single model that formed part of 
the older Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 3 (CMIP3). Here, a total of eight different models 
are included in the analysis, from the more recent CMIP5 climate model project. This could have a big 
influence on the results. 

 The Williams study uses 20-year periods to represent historical and future climates. Here, 10-year 
periods are used due to computational constraints, but the use of multiple climate models in this work 
should more than counteract this. 

Perhaps the most crucial difference between these studies is the TP algorithms used. Examples are presented 
in section 3, highlighting the potential stronger performance of the node-based pathfinding technique used 
here. Beyond this difference, the extension here to using multiple climate models, which allows for the 
quantification of uncertainties due to model selection, is also key. Robust responses to climate change are 
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usually interpreted using an ensemble of climate models (with a statistical test showing that the response 
across all climate models is significant). That does not mean one study has more value than another, but the 
use of multiple models here increases the confidence placed in the conclusions.  

Considering the average across these eight models, the zonal mean zonal wind is projected to strengthen in 
the mid-latitudes in winter, while weakening in the high latitudes. This is interpreted as a narrowing of the 
strongest high-altitude winds here and therefore a narrowing of the polar jet stream (Figure 13). A 
strengthening of the polar jet is consistent with the literature (Harvey et al., 2020). Any narrowing is less 
documented. In fact, there is less evidence here for a poleward shift in the jet stream as is typically 
documented in CMIP5 studies (McSweeney and Bett, 2020). This is an interesting finding and the sensitivity of 
this to model choice should be considered, as well as the spread in behaviour across the individual models 
(here only the ensemble mean response is considered). 

It should be noted that this work only considers a simplified view of jet behaviour; the zonal mean wind speed. 
The jet stream is not a discrete feature and a strengthening, for example, does not simply lead to a shortening 
duration of eastbound flights and a lengthening duration of westbound flights, as shown here. Unpicking the 
full nature of the jet response to climate change and its influence on flight times can be difficult and here just 
the key characteristics of the response are presented. The average jet stream response across the models 
appears to be able to explain the projected changes in flight duration on key routes, although there is still 
considerable variability across the models. This work again highlights the sensitivity to the choice of models. 
While an ensemble of eight is useful, even larger ensembles would be valuable in testing the robustness of 
these results.
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 Conclusions 

The work has used a state-of-the-art trajectory prediction (TP) algorithm to calculate flight durations 
between continent pairs for the historical period (2010-2019). There is a clear distinction of flight 
duration by weather pattern, especially in the winter. However, given the robust changes in weather 
pattern occurrence are seen in the summer, greater weight is placed in the TP application to the direct 
output of climate models (for both the historical and future periods). This approach shows there could 
be shorter flight durations for a number of key routes by 2050. Projected changes in flight duration are 
often statistically significant, but small (typically a magnitude of a few minutes) relative to the overall 
flight duration and also small in comparison to changes that could be achieved through technological 
advances, such as complete satellite surveillance coverage over the North Atlantic. Changes in surface 
wind direction are not expected to fall outside the range of current observed variability but there could 
be subtle changes including a tendency for more days with winds from a northerly direction across 
northern, western and central Europe in summer. 

This work has shown that there is a clear relationship between weather patterns and the likelihood of seeing 
fast / slow flights between continent pairs, through the use of a state-of-the-art TP algorithm (Cheung, 2018). 
This is most pronounced for flights between Europe and North America and between Europe and North Asia 
in the winter months when the jet stream tends to be strongest. The weather patterns associated with faster 
flights are those characterised by a strong jet stream across the North Atlantic-European area and likely 
extending into the Asian continent. The differences in flight times by weather pattern are less obvious for 
flight between Europe and South Asia, and Europe and the Canaries. This is largely because flights on these 
routes spend less time affected by the jet stream. This is a unique insight into the duration of long-haul flights 
and how the duration can be inferred based on the large-scale weather setup. However, it is difficult to relate 
to overall future changes in flight duration since there are no robust changes out to 2050 in the eight weather 
patterns projected for winter in an ensemble of climate models (the range of responses spans zero).  

To gain further insight into the possible overall changes in flight duration between continent pairs the TP 
algorithm is run on a set of eight climate models directly, for a 10-year historical period (representative of 
1995) and a 10-year future period (representative of 2050). The results from this analysis indicate that flight 
durations are projected to decrease for flights from Europe to Asia, and for Asia to Europe in summer (by 
approximately 2-5 minutes). Flight durations from the Canaries to North Europe (northbound) are projected to 
decrease (irrespective of season) by approximately 1-3 minutes, but there is a signal for flight durations from 
Europe to the Canaries (southbound) to decrease in summer (by about 1 minute) and increase in winter (by 
about 1 minute). Both eastbound and westbound transatlantic flights are projected to become shorter in 
duration by 2050 (by approximately 1-2 minutes), in both summer and winter.  

These changes can be understood through considering the most prominent changes in the jet stream. It is 
found that the zonal mean zonal wind (used to infer polar jet stream changes) is projected to become stronger 
over the North Atlantic region southward of 53.5°N, consistent with literature, but weaker northward of 
53.5°N. This is interpreted as a narrowing of the polar jet stream (in other words, the jet stream becomes 
stronger where it is already strongest but weakens further to the north). This has a particularly strong impact 
on transatlantic flights, but this feature is expected to extend (albeit less noticeably given the jet stream is 
most pronounced over the North Atlantic) across Europe and Asia, thereby influencing flights between Europe 
and Asia (particularly North Asia). 

Savings of a few minutes are obviously small in the context of multi-hour flights (<1% of the total flight time). 
This is small relative to other potential time savings, such as removing the constraint of the current organised 
North Atlantic track system (achieved through complete satellite surveillance coverage). Allowing aircraft to 
follow optimised routes more closely could allow savings of up to around 16% in distance flown when flying 
east (Wells et al., 2020). However, this new study reported here only considers seasonal averages. It implies 
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that there could be more days with a particularly strong jet stream, and this could lead to increased 
occurrences of the early arrival of transatlantic flights at European airports, therefore potentially causing 
operational issues. 

This study investigated the impacts of changing winds aloft on average flight duration, ground speed and fuel 
burn. While there is a noticeable difference in operational performance on fast and slow days, and this 
difference is likely to remain roughly the same in the future, the anticipated future changes in flight duration 
due to changing wind patterns are small. Nonetheless, the combined impact of all flights operating on the 
traffic flows considered in this study is notable; the overall reduction in flight times, as a result of projected 
changes in high-altitude winds, is likely to bring savings of more than 55,000t of aviation fuel per year, which 
corresponds to roughly 175,000t of CO2 emissions saved each year, with the greatest reduction expected on 
routes to and from Asia. These figures assume current fleet mix, aircraft performance and pre-pandemic traffic 
levels. Traffic, fuel burn and emissions are forecast to increase substantially from 2019 to 2050. The fuel and 
emissions that can be saved by taking advantage of changes to the jet stream on the traffic flows analysed 
should therefore also increase.   

Finally, this work considers surface wind direction in the context of weather patterns. There is a clear 
delineation in wind direction by weather type across large parts of western Europe. Considering the changes in 
weather pattern occurrence projected by 2050 (with, for example, a robust decrease in weather pattern 7 
projected), with a tendency for more frequent weather patterns associated with high pressure across western 
Europe, this region is expected to see a more northerly component to its overall wind direction by this time 
horizon, with a decrease in the southerly component. Whether this has an impact on individual European 
airports will depend on the orientation of runways. 

This work presents a quantification of the changes in flight duration between airport and continent pairs, as a 
result of future changes in climate. It uses a state-of-the-art TP algorithm (Cheung, 2018) applied to a multi-
model ensemble that forms a component of the CMIP5 project (which forms the climate model basis of IPCC 
AR5). The combination of the new TP algorithm, CMIP5 models and available computing resource offers 
original insight into how flight durations might change in the future as a consequence of projected changes in 
high-altitude winds. 

This exploratory work has provided original insight into how flight durations are projected to change on North 
Europe-Canaries and Europe-Asia routes by 2050. It should hopefully encourage further work on the 
application of such TP algorithms to climate model data. The differences here with existing literature for the 
transatlantic routes serves as motivation to understand if different results from different studies are due to 
differences in the choice of algorithm, differences in the choice of climate model(s), or any other differences. 
For example, it would be interesting to understand the sensitivity of the perceived narrowing of the strongest 
high-altitude winds to model choice and to investigate this in greater spatial detail; with the emergence of 
increasingly high-resolution climate model simulations and improved TP algorithms there is real potential to 
understand this complex problem.
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Appendix 

 

Figure 26: Definitions for the reduced set of eight weather patterns in ERA5. MSLP anomalies are plotted as filled contours 
(hPa) and MSLP mean values are plotted in the foreground (2 hPa intervals). 
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Weather 

pattern 
Description 

1 

Positive MSLP anomalies over northern Europe and negative MSLP anomalies over southern 

Europe. This setup suggests a continental flow of warm air arriving in western Europe in the 

summer and cold air arriving in western Europe in the winter. 

2 

An extensive low-pressure system over Iceland with high pressure over the Azores, causing 

negative MSLP anomalies over northern Europe and positive MSLP anomalies over southern 

Europe. A flow of air into Europe from the North Atlantic, associated with strong winds over 

large swathes of northern Europe. 

3 
Low pressure over Scandinavia, causing negative MSLP anomalies here, with the potential 

for strong winds. 

4 

Low pressure near Iceland and high pressure over eastern Europe. Positive MSLP anomalies 

over much of continental Europe could lead to fog development, with the potential for 

strong winds over the United Kingdom and Ireland. 

5 

High pressure over Scandinavia and low pressure in the North Atlantic. Leads to a flow of 

warm and humid air from the Mediterranean over much of western Europe, with the 

potential for convective activity in the summer. 

6 

High pressure, situated over western Europe, dominates the setup across Europe. The 

positive MSLP anomalies could cause fog development but are unlikely to be associated 

with windstorms or significant convective activity across Europe. 

7 

Low pressure west of the United Kingdom and Ireland. The associated negative MSLP 

anomalies could cause strong winds across parts of western Europe and draw warm air 

across eastern Europe in the summer. 

8 

Extensive high pressure over the Azores extends over much of Europe. Could cause fog 

across parts of southern and eastern Europe, as well as the potential for convective activity 

across eastern Europe in the summer. 

Table 9: A description of what the eight weather patterns mean for the flow of air and potential weather across Europe. 
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Figure 27: The occurrence of fast (left) and slow (right) flights between Europe and South Asia in winter (top) and summer 
(bottom). The blue bars indicate eastbound flights, and the orange bars indicate westbound flights. 
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Figure 28: Europe to North America, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 

 
Figure 29: North America to Europe, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 
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Figure 30: Europe to Asia, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 

 
Figure 31: Asia to Europe, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 
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Figure 32: North Europe to Canaries, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 

 
Figure 33: Canaries to North Europe, historic trajectories on days with strong headwind (orange) and strong tailwind (blue). 
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Figure 34 Distance vs flight duration, 2015-2018, Summer period.  
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Figure 35 Distance vs flight duration, 2015-2018, Winter period.  
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Figure 36 Ground speed vs flight duration,2015-2018, Summer period.  
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Figure 37 Ground speed vs flight duration, 2015-2018, winter period.  
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Figure 38 Fuel burn vs flight duration, 2015-2018, Summer period.  
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Figure 39 Fuel burn vs flight duration, 2015-2018, Winter period.  
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Average per flight 
Europe to 

North 
America 

North 
America to 

Europe 

N. Europe 
to Canaries 

Canaries to 
N. Europe 

Europe to 
Asia 

Asia to 
Europe 

Historical duration 
Summer (hh:mm:ss) 07:53:20 07:01:22 03:32:21 03:19:32 09:48:45 11:12:28 

Projected duration 
Summer (hh:mm:ss) 07:52:00 06:58:31 03:31:10 03:18:17 09:45:31 11:08:49 

Historical duration 
Winter (hh:mm:ss) 08:12:44 06:55:00 03:33:48 03:25:45 09:43:23 11:46:24 

Projected duration 
Winter (hh:mm:ss) 08:10:18 06:53:25 03:34:51 03:23:07 09:39:20 11:46:18 

Historical ground 
speed Summer (kts) 463.5 526.1 487.2 514.3 483.5 476.8 

Projected ground 
speed Summer (kts) 464.8 529.7 489.9 517.6 486.1 479.4 

Historical ground 
speed Winter (kts) 445.5 537.5 486.0 503.4 491.2 454.4 

Projected ground 
speed Winter (kts) 447.6 539.7 483.7 509.9 494.6 454.4 

Historical fuel burn 
Summer (kg) 61,857 63,673 9,943 9,674 90,852 92,770 

Projected fuel burn 
Summer (kg) 61,684 63,243 9,888 9,613 90,349 92,273 

Historical fuel burn 
Winter (kg) 64,327 62,812 10,011 9,975 89,992 97,503 

Projected fuel burn 
Winter (kg) 64,005 62,584 10,059 9,847 89,361 97,487 

Historical CO2 

Summer (kg) 194,851 200,571 31,319 30,472 286,185 292,226 

Projected CO2 
Summer (kg) 194,304 199,216 31,146 30,280 284,601 290,660 

Historical CO2 Winter 
(kg) 202,630 197,857 31,533 31,421 283,476 307,134 

Projected CO2 Winter 
(kg) 201,615 197,139 31,687 31,017 281,489 307,085 

Table 10: Projected operational impacts of changing wind patterns. 
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Figure 40: As for Figure 22 but for Istanbul (LTFM). 

 
Figure 41: As for Figure 22 but for Amsterdam (EHAM). 
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Glossary 

 

Term Explanation 

Climatology 
The long-term average of a given variable, often over time periods of 20-30 years. 
It can also refer to the study of climate science itself, but that context is not used in 
this report. 

CMIP-13  A model ensemble from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
collection of models, chosen for use in UKCP18. 

Ensemble A collection of climate models that vary to some extent but can be used 
collectively to quantify uncertainties in the system. 

ERA5 

A recently released atmospheric reanalysis dataset, which provides a numerical 
description of the recent climate by combining models with observations. 
Specifically, ERA5 is the fifth generation of ECMWF atmospheric reanalyses of the 
global climate. 

Meridional Relating to the south-north direction, or along lines of longitude. 

PPE-15 A model ensemble of different variants of a Met Office climate model, chosen for 
use in UKCP18. 

Reanalysis 
A numerical description of past climate, which consists of a blend of models and 
observations. Reanalysis datasets offer complete spatial coverage over a given 
area. 

UKCP18 The most up-to-date assessment from the Met Office of how the UK / European / 
global climate may change over the 21st century. 

Zonal Relating to the west-east direction, or along lines of latitude. 
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